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Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, a suspect in the Boston Marathon bombing, has been apprehended after a day-long
manhunt in a Massachusetts neighborhood. NBC's Brian Williams reports.

engaged in a day-long manhunt for the at-large suspect in the Boston Marathon bombing let out a cheers
after it was confirmed that Dzhokhar Tsarnaev had been apprehended.

BY PETE WILLIAMS, RICHARD ESPOSITO, MICHAEL ISIKOFF AND TRACY CONNOR, NBC NEWS

The Boston Marathon bombing suspect was captured alive but wounded Friday night — after holing up in a
boat in a suburban backyard following a bloody rampage that left a cop dead and a daylong manhunt that
shut down the city.

The arrest of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, 19, and the earlier death of his brother during a firefight with cops, ended
five days of terror sowed by the double bombing at the marathon finish line, which killed three people,
wounded 176 and left the city of Boston on edge.

"We got him," Boston Mayor Tom Menino tweeted.

"CAPTURED!!! The hunt is over. The search is done. The terror is over. And justice has won," the Boston
Police Department said on its Twitter account.

Cops cheered as the suspect was taken into custody in Watertown, Mass., just before 9 p.m. Later, the
people of Watertown flooded the streets, cheering every passing police car and armored vehicle in an
impromptu parade. Chants of "USA! USA!" broke out. In Boston, people danced in the streets outside
Fenway Park.

Police cornered Tsarnaev -- a naturalized U.S. citizen of Chechen origin -- around 7 p.m., less than an hour
after police lifted a stay-indoors order for the city and its suburbs.

A resident had gone outside to smoke and noticed a tarp on the boat was flapping, a relative told NBC
News. When he went to investigate, he saw what looked like a curled-up person and bloody clothes.
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Who is bombing suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev? Former classmate Dylan Whitaker and former neighbors
Susan Musinsky and "Emily" described the person they once knew to MSNBC's Lawrence O'Donnell.

The man "freaked out," ran into the house and called police, the relative said.

Thermal imaging from helicopters confirmed there was a person in the boat, officials said.

Over the course of two hours, several bursts of gunfire could be heard. The police exchanged fire with
Tsarnaev, threw flash-bang grenades designed to disorient him and brought a negotiator to the scene as
night fell, officials said.

Just before 9 p.m., the wounded Tsarnaev was taken into custody. "He sustained significant blood loss," a
law enforcement official at the scene said.

As an ambulance took the suspect to Boston Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital — where he was in serious
condition — people lining the streets applauded in joy and relief.

“We are so grateful to be here right now, so grateful to able to bring justice and closure to this case,”
Massachusetts State Police Col. Timothy Alben said at a briefing. “We’re exhausted, folks, but we have a
victory here.”

President Barack Obama praised the outcomes but said many questions remained. Among them, he said:
“Why did young men who grew up and studied here as part of our communities and our country resort to
such violence?”

Authorities are also not sure of a motive or whether the suspects had help. Even as the standoff took place
in Watertown, the FBI was taking three people in for questioning in New Bedford, Mass., who were believed
to be former roommates of Tsarnaev.

"No one was detained. No one was arrested," a spokesman with the Massachusetts FBI office later said,
once the two men and one woman questioned in connection with Tsarnaev were released.
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Police are at the Cambridge, Massachusetts, home of the Boston Marathon bombing suspects, haven't
yet entered the building, suspecting it may be booby-trapped. NBC's Ron Allen reports.

But the president declared: “Whatever hateful agenda drove these men to such heinous acts will not,
cannot, prevail. Whatever they thought they could achieve, they’ve already failed.”

Tsarnaev will be questioned by a federal team called the High Value Detainee Interrogation Group, which
includes officials of the FBI, CIA, and Defense Department, an Obama administration official said.

His apprehension capped a manhunt that had the city of Boston and its suburbs on total lockdown after the
execution of a college campus patrol officer, a carjacking and the death of Tsarnaev's 26-year-old brother,
Tamerlan, during a 200-bullet confrontation with cops.

The overnight violence had triggered an extraordinary shutdown of transportation, schools and businesses
in Boston and its suburbs, with police warning more than a million people to hunker down behind locked
doors while SWAT teams fanned out and bomb squads collected seven homemade explosive devices.

The brothers' bloody last stand began about five hours after the FBI released surveillance photos of two
"extremely dangerous" men suspected of planting two bombs near the finish line of Monday's Boston
Marathon, killing three and wounding 176.

Read more: Who are the brothers accused of the Boston Marathon bombing?

Tips about the identity of the suspects were still pouring in when the Tsarnaev brothers fatally shot
Massachusetts Institute of Technology officer Sean Collier, 26, in his vehicle at 10:20 p.m., law enforcement
officials said.

The brothers then carjacked a Mercedes SUV, holding the driver captive for a half-hour while they tried to
use his cash card to get money from three ATM's, a source said. At the first, they put in the wrong number;
at the second, they took out $800 and at the third, they were told they had exceeded the withdrawal limit,
the source said.
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Follow @NBCNewsUS

The carjacking victim was released unharmed at a gas station in Cambridge, sources said. He told
police the brothers said they were the marathon bombers and had just killed a campus officer.

As the duo sped in his car toward Watertown, a police chase ensued and they tossed explosive devices out
the window, officials said.

There was a long exchange of gunfire, according to Andrew Kitzenberg of Watertown, who took photos of
the clash from his window and shared them via social media.

“They were also utilizing bombs, which sounded and looked like grenades, while engaging in the gunfight,”
he told NBC News in an interview. “They also had what looked like a pressure-cooker bomb.

“I saw them light this bomb. They threw it towards the officers,” he said. “There was smoke that covered our
entire street.”

A transit officer, identified as Richard H. Donahue, 33, was seriously injured during the pursuit. Authorities
said he underwent surgery at Mount Auburn Hospital.

Kitzenberg said he saw the firefight end when Tamerlan Tsarnaev ran toward the officers and ultimately fell
to the ground.

Tamerlan -- the man in the black hat from FBI photos released six hours earlier -- had an improvised
explosive device strapped to his chest, law enforcement officials said.

Dzhokhar -- the brother who was wearing a white hat in the
surveillance photos from the marathon -- got away when he
drove the SUV through a line of police officers at the end of the
street, Kitzenberg said.

Law enforcement sources told NBC News that blood found at
the scene suggested Dzhokhar may have been wounded in the gun battle.

During the lockdown, subways and buses were shut down, Amtrak service to Boston was cut, and college
campuses were closed. The Red Sox and Boston Bruins' home games were canceled.

Watertown was the epicenter of the search. Frightened residents were trapped inside as convoys of heavily
armed officers and troops arrived by the hour and snipers perched on rooftops and in backyards.

When police finally gave residents the OK to venture outside, some cheered as they stepped outside, only to
be swept back inside when shots rang out, and police converged on Tsarnaev's hideout.

An administration official said Tsarnaev was not read his Miranda rights and could be questioned without
them for up to 48 hours under a special legal exception used in cases where public safety is at stake.

In a statement late Friday, The FBI said they interviewed Tamerlan in early 2011, following a tip from "a
foreign government" that he was "a follower of radical Islam" and was preparing to leave the United States
to join underground organizations.

The FBI said its interview two years ago of Tsarnaev and his family, along with checks of travel records,
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Internet activity and personal associations, "did not find any terrorism activity" at the time.

NBC News' Jonathan Dienst and Kasie Hunt contributed to this story.

Slideshow: Search for suspects in Boston Marathon
bombings

Dominic Chavez / EPA

A tense night of police activity that left a university officer dead on campus just days after the
Boston Marathon bombings and amid a hunt for two suspects caused officers to converge on
a neighborhood outside Boston, where residents heard gunfire and explosions.

Launch slideshow

Related:

Who are the brothers accused of the Boston Marathon bombing? 

 Chechen insurgents deny any link to marathon bombing

What we know: Timeline of terror hunt

‘Dedicated officer’ gunned down by Boston Marathon suspects at MIT
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Slideshow: Bombings at Boston Marathon

Boston bombing spurs Senate debate on tighter immigration screening 

Tweeting police chatter creates confusion over Boston suspect

Missing student's family staggered by false accusation

This story was originally published on Sat Apr 20, 2013 12:35 AM EDT
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Alex 737

Condolences to the victims and their families. But who really did this...Good know russian
state, russian people and know what they can did. Russian state and this political police
KGB kill very many: 1999 year, 2002, 2004... Target provocation - Kavkaz war. Russian
state kill many hundred people for this targets. Perhaps, in Boston they want did too.
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Don't give this jerk an excuse to say he was just following his BIG Brother, like a puppy dog,
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it is what it is, "A Terrorist Trying to Subject s to Fear".
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JesustheChrist

Who gives you people the right to judge? You're eating up what the media is feeding you
without even knowing the full true story.
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The same right that gives you the right not to be a Jesus freak.

SHARE

JesustheChrist

Ooh man I'm so far from a Jesus freak... You should check out the FB page. ;-)
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Perry-2713557

He should go to GITMO. For once I agree with John McCain. I hope lightning doesn't strike
me.
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John S.-3196981

I am beginning to think that if someone finds fewer chocolate chips in his cookies or if his
shampoo isn't bubbly enough, he/ she will use this to argue that we need more guns out
there. Non sequitur? Not in their minds.....
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Question : "What can OBAMA DO to change your Perception of his Competency as
President ?

SHARE
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Piss test Congress.

SHARE

ron kallungi

Its impossible for an incompetent person to prove he is competent

SHARE

John S.-3196981

He's already proved his mastery of the job despite an obstructionist congress and
mindless haters. He was re-elected, after all. :-)

SHARE

ron kallungi

re elected, just another sign of the dismal state of our country which has been
taken over by liberals.

SO HOW IS HIS NEW GUN CONTROL policies workin for ya?

And 6 years later, everyone and their brother are waiting, waiting, waiting for the
economy to turn around.
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Don't doubt all will be known sooner or later. Russian secret service can did this. They have
big experience in this.
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Be careful of how the media paints things. The older brother flew into Russia and
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flew out of Russia seven months later last year. That doesn't mean he stayed in
Russia those seven months. Russia would have zero motive and that isn't their
style. They hate Chechens anyway. So, wherever you are from, go back to getting
your @!$%# kicked on StarCraft by the Koreans or something.

SHARE

1 reply

Bill Hoo

How soon we forget...

1998, Bin Laden issues another Fatwa, and authorizes the indiscriminant killing of any
Americans or Jews, anywhere, and everywhere. He began a massive movement to recruit
people from all races and nations. He urged them not to discriminate between military and
civilians.

SHARE

Perry-2713557

Exactly right. During those seven months after having arrived back in Russia, the
older brother probably went south of Chechnya and spent some time with the
Taliban. The Pakistan Talibani right away claimed they did not do it and implied it
was the idiots west of them. The ones who follow more closely to bin Laden's
teachings. The Persians are active in the Caucuses as well. One thing for sure is
these guys had "handlers."

SHARE

Perry-2713557

It would certainly be "convenient" to find out the Iranians were their "handlers." And the
Iranians set it up for the North Koreans on that particular day of Kim Il Sung's birthday.
Anything is still possible.

SHARE

4 replies

prormk

Amazing how fast they got the resources to put this show on. and it took forever to respond
to the hurricane victims .

SHARE
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Bill Hoo

The hurricane victims weren't blowing us up.

SHARE

Joe the Plumber

Yeah, two idiots shutdown an entire city and have the police running around looking
like the boobs they are. If it weren't for the FBI these clowns would still be causing
trouble.

Who needs terrorists from abroad when you have a police force scaring the crap
out of everyone.

SHARE

321steve

What are you people thinking ? Doesn't anyone see the extensive use of
Government power !!
Stay inside indeed !!! Sounds like Marshal Law to me. Snipers and military in our
streets and searching our homes ( they admitted searching some homes) what the
hell is wrong with this picture !! And what's next ??
America needs to react to this or the government will know it's fine to do this again
and again !!! Wake up people !!
It's too bad that you people really don't see how scary this is. I find it ironic as hell
that about an hour after "Marshal Law" was lifted they found suspect #2 . Searched
for him all day, locked down -- or up one million American citizens and only after
people were "allowed" to go outside did he get caught.
Yes the Suspect was dangerous and it's great he was caught, but at what price.
Every day is dangerous in some way, I do not want my government telling me I
can't leave my house, ride a plane, train, or automobile, have military in my streets
and close down my business.
That is not what I expect from a FREE land !!!
Yes the terrorist was scary but the real scary part of the story was our government
is too damn strong and doesn't think too much on locking us down or I say again
locking us up .. What is house arrest anyway ??
Think about that. I guess most people think it was OK what our government did and
that is horrifying.
If they know they got away with this now , What comes next ?
O to live ignorant, wake up America do you really want to be "locked up" every time
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the government says we are in danger.

SHARE

pittsburgh-2731485

the people up there were in danger you idiot. thats why the lockdown. if the
suspects started shooting and everyone was just hanging outside being free then
more deaths would have happened. its amazing how stupid you righties can be.

also our government is always in a constant state of change. there is no one
powerful person dictating everything which is what you really fear. the government
does what it has to but we control it. thats what voting is about. thats why it pisses
me off that the GOP is trying to make it harder for people to vote. that is whats
scary right wing politics.

SHARE

Jose Jimanez

:Youdon'tknowjack: you're comment is ridiculous. The President was involved in every
planning aspect from the beginning. Without his approval as Commander-in-Chief, there
would be NO Seal involvement. He could have used Air Force Drones, He could have used
Air Force B-52/stealth bombing, He could have paid mercenaries. Had this gone awry with
casualties. U would have been first to excoriate him as reckless, politically motivated, etc.
The Seal Unit thanked him with their banner, etc. Just look at the adulation after Bush's
"Mission Accomplished". No, your dismissal is clearly base political, etc. BTW, my son is
Navy and an Afghanistan veteran and I'm USAF Ret.

SHARE

Closet Columnist

Boston Marathon Bombing – It’s About Time; Police and Federal Forces
Posted by closetcolumnist

It’s about time.

They responded on Monday when the bombs went off at the Boston Marathon. They stayed
on shift well after they should have been off. They came in from days off, canceled
vacations. They came together, from other cities across the region.

They worked tirelessly for four more days and nights, in pursuit of the two suspects who
bombed the Boston Marathon and brought the city to a halt, but the nation to its side. They
sought the two brothers, one of whom set the bomb down at the feet of eight-year-old
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Martin Richard.

Then they fought with them at MIT, where Officer Sean Collier was killed, and then the older
brother was killed (perhaps by his younger brother, driving over him in the stolen SUV), and
the younger brother fled the scene.

Then they searched through the night yet again, and all day the next day, house-to-house,
door-to-door, still and always protecting the citizens, the community, their city.

Then they found him. Wounded, weak, hiding in a boat in a back yard. They exchanged
gunfire. They talked him out. They ensured he wasn’t wired with explosives.

And they brought him in. In to the hospital, because he needed first aid. They needed him
alive, but also the doctors have a job to do, and they took the hippocratic oath to save lives;
even if no one would blame them for wanting to take a different route when just down the
hall in the same hospital were wounded innocents this inhuman had attempted to murder in
his terrorist plot with his brother and who knows who else.

They got him. They brought him in alive.

And the people cheered.

Seems to me it’s about time we cheer our police.

SHARE

Nita Hand

I would sure like to know how they missed him in the manhunt. Really...WTF???

SHARE

Stephen Zukowski

I hate to say it but I still don't see any real evidence. All this hearsay and no true evidence,
can we wait to see what he has to say prior to hanging him? Also I do not understand why
people think this is more of an act of terrorism then the Colorado or Sandy Hook shootings,
can someone please explain that? How is it that if you use a gun to kill people you are
"American" and it becomes a question of freedoms, but the second you use 2nd grade
chemistry to kill less people then the shooter it becomes terrorism?

That is the most disturbing part of this, why should he not get his day in court? Is CNN and
WTNH not full of stories about Sandy Hook and Colorado? What is the difference other then
these two did not kill anywhere near the number of innocent people, is that why its
terrorism? Seriously though how is this more of an attack, just because it involved a few pipe
bombs?
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1 reply

Also notice how they do not have any real evidence. There are no actual images of these
two doing anything other then posing for pictures. A shot of someone walking down the
street with a back pack is not evidence. Nor is someone following procedure and remaining
calm during a disaster, as we are taught to remain calm and not trample everyone. Also
what are these reports of random gunfire in the neighborhood and this explosion? Did he
even have a gun on him in the boat? Also who deploys a flash bang and then does not try to
apprehend the suspect?

I await the true evidence and his day in court. This is as American as the right to own guns,
we get our day in court. And as far as them having a "real grenade" all I have to say is
"OMGZ you guys a real grenade please take away my freedoms and tell me about how it is
not safe to go outside.

SHARE

judy-3788515

'I hate to say it" ?? Then don't....

SHARE

Daniel Yeager-4084260

What I want to know ?? Suddenly the family and Widow turn up ?? Where were they when
the original pictures came up !!

SHARE

Daniel Yeager-4084260

The Uncle ? Did he call in and say These are my Nephews ??

SHARE

here is some more FBI photos of the suspect,everyone look at this evidence

SHARE

judy-3788515
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1 reply

Everything went quickly with the catching of these guys....Happy to see it went like that and
proud of the present Liberal administration for getting the job done

SHARE

Mitch Cumsteen

The present LIBERAL administration sucks. Had nothing to do with this capture

SHARE

OscarDelta5

I understand the "Allied Communist Layers United" is concerned about his rights. They
should be arrested along with the terrorist.

SHARE

ZoeAnderson24

Oliver. if you think Julie`s c0mment is impossible... on saturday I got themselves a Honda
NSX since getting a check for $5524 this-last/4 weeks and-more than, ten-k last month. this
is actually the easiest-job I've ever had. I actually started 4 months ago and right away
startad bringin home minimum $77... per-hour. I use this website, Big44.com

SHARE

GlennB61

I think most everyone here is really off topic, but what the heck. The Boston PD showed as
much immaturity with its cute little tweet as any other immature person commenting on
something serious. I mean I think, at least for me, this was a serious incident. But hey
maybe I am just out of touch with the times. I see no reason to celebrate the capture of one
of the bombing suspects and the death of the other one like the Boston PD won the World
Series or Super Bowl.

SHARE

Vera-586899
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I think, Glenn, that everyone was under so much pressure that now everyone is releasing
the tension in the form of celebrating and they deserve to have fun after this awful week.

Also with all the bullet holes in this Dzhokhar character (apparently facial or neck and groin
injuries) , he's getting a taste of his own medicine, which he richly deserves!! I hope he lives
to talk and talk to the Feds.

SHARE

Jennifer from Boston, MA

To NBC News article authors: Pete Williams, Richard Esposito, Michael Isikoff and Tracy
Connor:

"Frightened residents were trapped inside as convoys of heavily armed officers and troops
arrived by the hour and snipers perched on rooftops and in backyards."

We of Boston will have you know that never were we "trapped inside." We simply complied
with a request to stay indoors to allow our wonderful police and investigators do their job(s).
How dare you victimize us? We are strong! We recognized the importance of the ongoing
search and investigation and assisted in the best way that we could: to stay out of the way...

Thank you!

SHARE

1 reply

mhcp

How can we celebrate anything in this country ? The pictures of people cheering is typical of
ignorant Americans. This is no time to celebrate. This is a time to reflect and look at what
AMERICA creates. America is one big mess! America is till the WIld Wild West... God Bless
all Countries!

SHARE

ray-2211901

Bloodthirsty Americans

SHARE

GooseEgg
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I say we cut his leg off, shove it up his @!$%#. And let the poison slowly rot and kill him
slowly.

SHARE

Ertdfg

Police officers facing 2 men? 200 bullets.

You want a gun for self-defense? 10 or 15 bullet limit in your magazine.. you shouldn't need
more.

Why exactly should I be expected to be 20 times as skilled as a trained police officer?
Clearly I should be allowed 100 rounds per potential assailant. I've seen reports of 3-4 men
in a gang doing home invasions near me... 300-400 seems a reasonable magazine limit.

Less than that; I'd have to ask why I should be more skilled than the police. Should I run
faster than an Olympic sprinter as well? Punch harder than a heavyweight boxer?

If the people who have this as their job can't do better; why do you think I should be
expected to?

SHARE

1 reply

wally gold miner

It appears the older brother was always leading the action. He then strapped explosives on
his cheast and trid to rush the police, so he could blow up all of them. The younger brother
then ran over his older brother with the car, to stop him from killing the police. The younger
brother did carry one of the bombs into the Marathon, but it was placed at the second
location and if nobody was killed by his bomb, there will be no way to prove that he killed
anyone. I am sure the Boston Town Folks, will want to kill the younger brother, even though
they might not be able to prove that he killed anyone. They had hundred of Officers
surounding that covered boat, but they almost allowed the younger brother to bleed to
death, before they tried to capture him. The Officers had on bullet proof vests, bullet proof
arm covers, bullet proof hemets and still they were scared. All they would have had to do,
was pull the plastic off of the boat and lob a Tear Gas Bomb into the boat. That way they
could have taken him to the hospital an hour sooner, possibly saving his life.

SHARE

ray-2211901
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How many rounds did the cops fire. And they couldn't hit the guy. Did the cops
recover a gun from the suspect?

SHARE

MissPeaches

Must Read... http://americainchains2009.wordpress.com/2nd-ammendment/

SHARE

2 replies

Hiltonaire

U.S Army behind the attack on American civilians ?

SHARE

Mitch Cumsteen

Yea Hiltonaire. and the US Army behind your lobotomy operation

SHARE

ray-2211901

CIA involvement? If this attack makes NYC safer, is it justified.

SHARE

John Smtih1

My Question is why on earth did we take this Freak Job alive? He killed 4 and wounded
countless, and we bring him to a hospital that is treating the same people that he hurt?
Outrageous.

SHARE

Big dog-527315

How does the boston police claim they got him..a victim with his legs blown off gave them a
discription..he rob a convience store and killed a policeman before you located him.......a
guy went out for a smoke and found him in his boat outside of your containment
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area..sounds like the citizens of boston got him...

SHARE

562411can

The American military orchestrated this attack and set up these two guys to take the blame.
Another state-sponsored false-flag attack to bolster the phony war on terrorism and to
curtail the civil libertes of American citizens. What else is new ? This is becoming all to
regular.

SHARE

AllahEatMe

Do not speak of my prophet in a bad way.

SHARE

AllahEatMe

I'm still waiting for the Muslim community to come out and denounce all the Muslim irrational
violence in the world. No other "peaceful" religion will threaten and cut off your head for not
converting, by denouncing, or by saying anything negative about their religion, than
Muslims. Why is that. Until they start denouncing these evil people, like the uncle of these
evil bombers, then they are all in the same boat.

SHARE

logic-logic

Let's see your sources for that. And logically, no I'm not wrong. I'll ask you the same
questions...

Are all terrorists Muslim?

Are all Muslims terrorists?

Are the majority of Muslims terrorists?

You're generalizing about the underlying issue of the religion of Islam and Islam being the
reason for their terrorists actions, ergo you have to look at the Islamic population as a whole
to make your claims and put it into perspective. If you're going to generalize about the
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Islamic population, put it in the proper perspective

Are the majority of terrorist Muslims ? .... Now your questions are complete.. Next time to do
not make the error of omission Sarah

SHARE

An1010

We Americans are the most feared nation in the world, our border patrol, our airport
checking, even we have our own immigration posts on many airports around the world.
What are we afraid of? We know very well What goes around Comes around. We need to
define the word Terrorism, who started the second world war? Muslims? Who killed 20
million Aborigines in Australia? Muslims? Who dropped nuclear bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki? Muslims? Who killed more than 100 million Indians in North America? Muslims?
Who killed more than 50 millions Indians in South America? Muslims? Who took 180 million
Africans as slaves when 88% of them died, threw them in Atlantic Ocean? Muslims? No
they were not Muslims. First of all, you have to define terrorism properly. If non-Muslim does
something bad, it is a crime, but if a Muslim commits the same, he is a terrorist. So first
remove the double standards and then come to the point.

At least other people get a Visa before coming to our country and then commit crime, we do
it without permission and barge into other countries with false statements saying this and
that country has a weapon of mass destruction and when nothing is found, our president
says oh they could have made one or intended to make one. Watch Showtime interview
with Dick Cheney where he had no evidence what so ever that Sadam had weapons of
mass destruction, but made public and congress fool with faulty documents. So all the killing
of innocent men, women, and children was lawful in Afghanistan and Iraq because it was
conducted by us, The United States of America and we can’t be listed as a terrorist country?
R.I.P to the 2,976 people that lost their lives on 9/11 and 3 people who lost their lives in
Boston Bombing and R.I.P to the 48,644 innocent Afghans and 1,690,903 innocent Iraqi
men, women, and children who paid an ultimate price for the crime they didn’t commit. Our
9/11 is their 24/7. Go figure out how fair we have been to ourselves and others then point
your fingers.

SHARE

An1010

It’s not all about religion, it has a lot to do with our behavior and our foreign policies toward
other countries. You can’t uproot terrorism by just bombing others and with drone attacks,
it’s time to rethink our ways and stop thinking Muslims kill the most or Muslims are
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'We got him!': Boston bombing suspect captured alive - U.S. News

http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/04/20/17823265-we-got-him-boston-bombing-suspect-captured-alive?lite[5/1/2015 1:09:14 PM]

extremists. We have destroyed millions of families and those 3  world countries and we are
so hyped up on 3 deaths and on 150 injuries. They are just as human beings as we are, we
killed 37 soldiers in Pakistan with Drone attach by mistake and all we said oh Sorry, we
killed women, children and innocent hard working men who were the only support to their
families in Afghanistan and Iraq and all we said who this could be expected in wars. Well
then we should have expected what happened in Boston, should have not been that
surprised. Instead of long debates and trying to prove my speech is better than others, its
time to question our government why world hates us, bring that era back where we lived
with harmony and peace and we didn’t have to go through all this. Take an individual
responsibility and try to reach out to world to show how we Americans are and stop hating
because he she or whoever is a Muslim or terrorist. Not to forget, we are the creator of Al-
Qaida and we were once supporter of Bin Laden until he turned on us for our bad behavior
toward that region of the world. Some of you people surprised the hell out of me with your
comments. We are not killing terrorists, but creating more and more people who hate us and
want to take revenge from us, why would a 7 year old kid, the only survivor of the family
sitting in front of his demolished home and dead bodies of his siblings and parents would
want to love us? And there are millions of them in Afghanistan and Iraq. God forgive our
sins and God Bless our Great Nation and may give us senses to think and act right. God
Bless America!

rd

SHARE

Tao of wow

I would like mainstream media to start covering these points :Boston Bombing: What You
Aren't Being Told www.youtube.comFollow us on Facebook:
http://facebook.com/StormCloudsGathering In this video we are going to demonstrate that at
the very minimum the authorities had prior ...

SHARE

DueTime

My thoughts about the Boston Bombings?

Simple enough...
Please take a moment to check the article linked to this link and you'll understand.
Sign the petition if you're agree with it, but please, take a moment to read the linked article
first about the 17 unanswered questions regarding the Boston Bombing.

That's all.
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SHARE

awtist

Just heard that NBC is cancelling Rock Center. Stupid move NBC, it's one of the only
intelligent shows on network TV

Booooooooooooooooo Hissssssssssssssssssssssssssss

SHARE

Start a new conversation:
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